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MAGIC CH RISTMAS STOCKING I NSTRUCTIONS

SU PPLI ES

Main stocking fabric
Lining fabric
Cuff fabric
Batting 

\

Layer in this order
2 pieces of stocking fabric or fold fabric in half - RST*

I piece of batting
2 pieces of lining fabric or fold fabric in half- RST*

1 piece of batting
*lf folding fabric, put folds at the top of your cutting mat. This way
you can place your pattern near the bottom and have sorfe usable
scraps left at the top

Place pattern on top of layers, pin, and trace pattern with a fat
sharpie on the top layer of batting. Remove the pattern piece and
pin all the layers together. Stitch all the layers together on the
drawn line, Do NOT STITCH ON THE ToP LINE oF THE STOCKINGI

Note: I just aligned my fabric up with the edge of the pressure foot
for my seam allowance.

Measur e a%" out fr-om stitched tine for a%" seam allowance and cut
out stocking. ,

Turn stocking lining side out and push all the seams out, making sure
that you sewed all the layers. Then turn it again (main stocking fabric
out) and push all the edges out.
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MAKING THE CUFF

lf using Magic Stocking Pattern, cut cuff fabfic 9 x t7 .5" . ar you can
cut your 9" strip, fold your fabric so the short ends match and place
your stocking on top of the fabric and add Tr" cutthat length and
stitch To" seam. Example: 9 x 15.5?

Fold short sides - RST and mark a %" seam allowance. Stitch on that
line. Press open seam.
Fold cuff in half - right sides on the outside; match seams.

Pin a 7" loop (l use Grosgrain Ribbon) to the heel side of the stocking
near the seam, for hanging

Place cuff inside stocking, matching seams of cuff with Ur.t seams
of stocking. Open up stocking enough to make sure the cuff lays in
there nice and flat. Pin and stitch it all the way around. Note: it is
easier if you can take the bed of your sewing machine offto stitch it
in the round. I aligned my pressure foot at the edge and sewed.
Make sure you back stitch over the area where the hanging ribbon
will be, to make it more secure.

Turn stocking right side out and fold down cuff. I then pressed the
stocking. WALA! You are done"!
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